We consider the following periodic sorting procedure on two-dimensional meshes of processors: Initially, each node contains one number. We proceed in rounds each round consisting of sorting the columns of the grid, and, in the second phase, of sorting the rows according to the snake-like ordering. We exactly characterize the number of rounds necessary to sort on an l m-grid in the worst case, where l is the number of the rows and m the number of the columns. An upper bound of dlogle + 1 was known before. This bound is tight for the case that m is not a power of 2. Surprisingly, it turns out that far fewer rounds are necessary if m is a power of 2 (and m l): in this case, exactly minflogm + 1;dlogle + 1g rounds are needed in the worst case.
Introduction
Parallel sorting algorithms and their e cient implementation on several computational models have been studied for a long time (see Richards' survey 1]). In this paper, we investigate e ciency of a simple algorithm running on a network with two-dimensional l m-mesh topology (l m-grid for short; for a systematic overview of sorting algorithms for grids see 2]) with snake-like ordering of the nodes (l is the height and m the width of the grid). More precisely, the l m-grid consists of nodes P i;j , for i 2 f1; 2; : : :; lg and j 2 f1; 2; : : :; mg. For each i l, the nodes P i;1 ; P i;2 ; : : :; P i;m form the ith row of the grid; for each j m, the nodes P 1;j ; P 2;j ; : : :; P l;j form the jth column of the grid. The snake-like ordering on the l m-grid is de ned as follows (also see Figure 1 Assume that each node of the grid stores a number. We want to sort these numbers according to the snake-like ordering. So after sorting each node stores one number, and for every i; i 0 ; j; j 0 , the number stored in P i;j is not greater than the number stored in P i 0 ;j 0 if P i;j P i 0 ;j 0 . The algorithm we deal with proceeds in rounds, each round consisting of sorting the columns of the grid, and, during the second phase, of sorting the rows according to the snake-like ordering scheme. Such rounds are repeated until the sequence stored by the grid is sorted (For sorting rows and columns, we may apply, for instance, odd-even transposition sort 3] that takes n parallel steps on a linear array of length n). Algorithms working in this way are called periodic 4]. Scherson, Sen, and Shamir 5] (also see 6]) and independently Sado and Igarashi 7] have estimated the number of rounds required by the algorithm: Theorem 1. dlog le + 1 rounds su ce to sort on the l m-grid.
We determine tight bounds for the number of rounds required by the algorithm. Surprisingly, the behavior of the l m-grid depends heavily on m; it is essential whether m is a power of 2 or not. If m is a power of 2, then the algorithm is much more e cient, especially for m l. We present the following tight bounds. The most involved part of the paper is the proof of the upper bound of Theorem 3. The other bounds follow from Theorem 1 and the examples presented in Section 2.
Preliminary observations
First we present three examples of input sequences that we use to prove the lower bounds on the number of rounds given by Theorems 2 and 3. For this purpose, we consider only input sequences consisting of 0's and 1's. We say that a row of a grid is clean, if it stores only 0's or stores only 1's; a row is dirty, if it stores 0's and 1's.
Clearly, after sorting an input sequence, there is at most one dirty row. Proof. We consider the input that consists of 0's in the rst column and 1's in the remaining columns. By induction on t, we check that after round t, there are at most 2 t?1 zeros in each row. So if t 0 < dlog le + 1, then there are at most 2 t 0 ?1 < l zeros in the rst row after round t 0 and the sequence is still not sorted. Hence at least dlog le + 1 rounds are required to sort this string.
Clearly, the claimed property holds for t = 1. Let the property hold for t 1; we prove this for t+1. After round t, the zeros are stored in the columns 1; : : :; This clearly holds for t = 1. We assume that this property holds after round t and we consider round t+1. Since the rows are sorted after round t, each odd dirty row contains zeros in the columns 1; 2; : : :; u t , and each even dirty row contains zeros in the columns m ? u t + 1; m ? u t + 2; : : :; m. Note that there are 2 k?t odd and 2 k?t even dirty rows. Case 1. 2u t < m. Then each of the columns 1; 2; : : :; u t and m?u t +1; m?u t + 2; : : :; m contains 2 k?t zeros in the dirty rows. There are no zeros in the columns u t + 1; : : :; m ? u t in the dirty rows. Hence after sorting the columns during round t+1, each of the rst 2 k?t dirty rows contains 2u t = u t+1 zeros, the remaining 2 k?t rows that have been dirty now contain only 1's and become clean. Sorting the rows preserves the elements in a row, hence the claimed property holds. Proof. Let k = log m. Consider an input that contains 2 k?1 + 1 zeros in the rst column, and 1's in the remaining nodes. By induction on t, it is easy to check that for 2 t < k, after sorting columns during round t, the zeros are in the columns 1; Proof. Let B j i be the set of the nodes of the l m-grid that belong to the columns 2 j (i ? 1) + 1 through 2 j i. Hence, for a given j, the nodes of the grid are partitioned into the sets B j 1 ; : : :; B j m=2 j . Let B j i = B j m=2 j ?i+1 for i m=2 j+1 . For i = 1; : : :; l, let H i denote the ith row of the grid.
As we use again the 0-1 principle, we consider only 0-1 input strings. For such sequences, we prove the following key properties.
Claim.
(i) For each r 1 < r 2 l, row H r2 contains no more 0's than H r1 after each round.
(ii) Let t 2. Then after round t, for each i m=2 t?1 , there is at most one row in the grid that contains more than (i ? 1) 2 t?1 and less than i 2 t?1 zeros.
(iii) For t 2, immediately after sorting columns during round t, the following holds: For each i m=2 t?2 , there is at most one row H r such that there are 0's and 1's stored by the nodes in H r \ B t?2 i and H r \ B t?2 i (see Figure 2 ). after sorting columns during round t (the area where 0's are stored is shadowed) Lemma 1 follows easily from the claim. Indeed, by (ii) after round k = log m+1, there is at most one row H r that contains at least one and less than 2 k?1 = m zeros. Hence, by (i), the rows H 1 ; : : :; H r?1 contain only 0's and the rows H r+1 ; : : :; H l contain only 1's. So the sequence stored by the grid is sorted, if H r is sorted. But row H r has been sorted during the second phase of the kth round.
Part (i) of the claim is obvious. Let r 1 < r 2 . After sorting the columns, row H r2 contains at most as many 0's as H r1 . Sorting the rows does not change the elements in a row but only their order. Hence H r2 still contains at most so many 0's as H r1 at the end of the round. Now we show that (ii) follows from (iii We prove (iii) by induction on t. First, let t = 2. For i 1 2 m, we consider B 0 i and B 0 i (note that B 0 j is the jth column). Suppose that, after the rst round, there are s rows with at least m ? i + 1 zeros and s 0 rows with at least i and at most m ? i zeros. So by (i), the following holds after the rst round (see Figure 3 ): follows from the previously considered cases that (iii) holds for G 0 after round t+1. This ends the inductive proof of the claim, and thereby of Lemma 1. 2
Final remarks
Note that the order of the column/row sorting is important when l m. If a round consists of sorting the rows followed by sorting the columns, log m+2 rounds are (obviously) su cient but also necessary. This is shown by the following input sequence: the nodes of the rst column in the odd rows 1; 3; : : :; 2m+1 store 0's, the other nodes store 1's. Following the proof of Fact 3, it is easy to see that logm + 2 rounds are needed. The reason for the additional round is that at the beginning the dirty rows do not form a contiguous region.
